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Gallery Wrap Instructions
Part # GW1K810 / GW1K1114

Sublimation Instructions
Create your design or image for the size frame you are using.

Sublimate the printed image on the supplied fabric. You can only heat press an image to the front side of the fabric. 
The weave pattern is the front side and the matte/chalky white side is the back.

Press at 390 degrees and use very heavy pressure for 65 seconds to get the most vibrant image.

Carefully remove the paper from the fabric and let the fabric cool for a few minutes. Caution both are VERY HOT!

Place fabric printed side down on a clean, dry surface to prepare for assembly.

Installation Instructions
1. Peel the yellow adhesive strip 
from the bars. Insert the bars into 
the positioning corners with the 
adhesive facing up. The 
positioning corners have tabs that 
match a notch in the wood bar and 
can only be correctly inserted one 
way.  Make sure the bars are flush with the positioning 
corner by pressing them firmly down.

2. Flip the frame over and center 
over artwork. 

Push bars down so they make 
contact with back of image.

3. Remove the positioning 
corners by pulling up while 
holding the stretcher bars down.

4. Trim the excess material 
around the edges of the 
stretcher bars using a sharp 
knife.

5. Run a small bead of pH 
neutral glue along the inside of 
the stretcher bars.

6. Cut the corners outward 
where the bars meet at a 45 
degree angle. Fold the corners 
onto the adhesive ends.

7. Pull the bars up to close the 
frame. Insert staple into slots. 
Push or gently hammer staples 
flush with frame. Repeat on all 
corners. 

8. Allow glue to set for one hour
so that the canvas does not pull
loose. Insert four braces into the 
v-slots located in the frame 
corners. Make sure tensioners 
are not touching artwork.  

Note: (8” x 8” and 8” x 10” do 
NOT need braces)


